Adhesive Bond Testing By Laser Induced Shock Waves
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Abstract

Adhesive bonding of metal sheets presents many practical advantages when compared to other joining methods, but its application for critical components is limited by the absence of reliable nondestructive methods that can assure the bond strength of the joint. In this paper, a method based on shock waves produced by pulsed lasers is applied to the evaluation of adhesive bond strength of two aluminum plates joined with different adhesive types. Shock wave, produced by short laser pulse, propagates through the aluminum plates and adhesive layer and after reflection, can cause a delamination at the adhesive/plate interface. The laser pulse energy can be scanned to probe the adhesion strength. A good joint will be unaffected by a certain level of tensile stress whereas a weaker one will be damaged. The method is made quantitative by optically measuring the aluminum surface velocity with a Doppler or velocity interferometer. Interferometer signals first give a clear signature of damaged or undamaged interfaces. In addition, these signals can be correlated with numerical simulation in order to give an estimation of the bond strength. Results show that the proposed test is able to differentiate bond quality. The proposed testing method may help a broad adoption of adhesive bonding throughout the automotive and aerospace industries.
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1. Introduction
Adhesive bonding has been a widely used joining method for a long time, but its application for critical structural automotive and aerospace components could be greatly expanded if reliable non-destructive technique that can assure the bond strength of the joint became available. Ultrasound has been the preferential technique investigated for non-destructive testing of adhesive bonds by using both linear [1,2] and non-linear [3] methods. Evidently, the use of waves with stress levels approaching that of a destructive testing should provide more reliable results. A laser generated shock wave method has been investigated for testing of coating adhesion [4] but also adhesive bonds of composite parts [5]. In this method, a shock compressive wave is induced in the material surface that propagates and is reflected as a high amplitude release wave on the opposite surface, creating tensile stress. As this release wave propagates through the adhesive layer, its interfaces will delaminate if the tensile stress is higher than the adhesive strength. By controlling the amplitude of shock waves, the method can be calibrated to be non-destructive, except when adhesive bond strength is non compliant to specifications. In this paper, this method is applied to aluminium plates joined by adhesive bonding.

2. Experimental methods

Samples

The aluminium alloy AA 5754 (also named Al3.1MgMnCr or AlMg3) was chosen because of its wide range of applications. Samples composed of two 70 mm x 60 mm plates of aluminium, 410 µm and 500 µm thick, were adhesively bonded with the following adhesives:

- **FM1000®** epoxy manufactured by **CYANAMID®**. The adhesive was cured under controlled pressure of 0.28 MPa at 170° F during 60 minutes.
- **ESP310®**, manufactured by **Bondmaster®**. Preparation temperatures must be between 150° and 204 ° C.
- **Loctite® 414 (L414)** adhesive, which is also widely spread for home use.
- **Epoxy glue « 5 minutes », noted E5min and distributed by LePage – Henkel.** It is a home use adhesive that can be found in hardware stores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Thickness top Al plate ± 5 µm</th>
<th>Nominal adhesive thickness (µm)</th>
<th>Thickness bottom Al plate ± 5 µm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al / ESP 310 / Al</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al / FM1000 / Al</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al / L414 / Al</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al / E5min / Al</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I : Samples presenting two aluminium plates assembled with four kinds of adhesives.

Shock experiments

The experimental set-up is composed of a shock generation laser beam on the top side of the sample and the system for detection of the mechanical waves on the opposite side of the sample.
Shock generation is performed with a Nd-YAG high energy pulsed laser which provides a gaussian pulse of 2.4 J with duration of about 10 ns (at half maximum) at a wavelength of 1064 nm. It is a tabletop equipment, commercially available and able to operate at a repetition rate of 10 pulses/sec. Laser excitation is performed under water confinement regime, which allows increasing the shock pressure and its duration [6]. The laser beam is focused on the 3-layered sample, through a convergent lens, on a spot of about 2 mm of diameter. Energy losses due to the light absorption in the 3 mm thick water layer [7] and spurious reflections on optical components is about 0.5 J. In such conditions, Berthe [8] and Sollier [9] showed that the shock pressure could reach up to 5 GPa at a power density of 9 GW/cm². Shock detection is performed with a single frequency, long pulse Nd-YAG laser, which delivers 400 µs duration pulses of about 500 W peak power. The detection laser beam is focused to a 400 µm spot diameter on the sample surface, opposite to the impacted area. The light reflected or scattered by the sample is collected and brought by a large core optical fiber to the Fabry-Perot etalon interferometer which gives a signal proportional to the back surface velocity [10]. Generation and detection lasers are synchronised and the signal acquisition is triggered by a signal delivered by an avalanche photodiode detecting the laser light at the shock generation. Because of the water confinement regime, the lasers are operated in a single shot mode, which allows wiping optical components sprinkled by the confining water during the impact.

![Figure 1. Experimental configuration for the shock adhesive tests.](image)

### 3. Results

**Delamination diagnostics**

Delamination is not straightforward to diagnose by only observing the back surface velocity signals, as in the case of two layered samples [11]. For example, Figure 2a shows a signal measured on $Al/L414/Al$ sample at 4.69 GW/cm² that leads to delamination and one at 2.47 GW/cm² that did not induce any delamination. From zero time (when the shock is produced) up
to about 0.2 µs the shock wave propagates through the thickness of the material and its arrival at the free (opposite) surface shows a step increase of the surface velocity. The peaks that follow are reverberations on the thickness of the aluminium plates and adhesive. A clear signature of disbond may be obtained by identifying the source of each peak in these signals. This peak analysis can be made easier by using a simulation code such as SHYLAC [12]. SHYLAC is a 1D hydrodynamic Lagrangian simulation code for shocks. A comparison between experimental data and SHYLAC is presented in Figure 2b where a signal obtained at 4.69 GW/cm² under water-confined regime on Al/L414/Al sample is compared with the signal computed by SHYLAC. The peaks revealed by the simulation are not always distinguishable on the measured signals. To improve the delamination diagnostic, Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) of the velocity signals was performed. The results in the frequency domain show a clear difference between a delaminated case and a sound bond case (Fig. 3).

Figure 2. Opposite surface velocity for (a) two laser densities (4.69 and 2.47 GW/cm²) and (b) experimental and simulated signals.
Figure 3. Spectrum of velocity signals for a delaminated (blue line) and non delaminated (red line) cases. Actually, in each layer, there is a multitude of rebounds that interfere with already existing rebounds, having a consequence on peak amplitudes and positions. However, for a velocity signal related to a laser shot that did not lead to delamination, there are peaks after 12 MHz that are no more visible for a shot leading to delamination. These peaks are produced by consecutive rebounds in the 500 µm thick bottom Al plate and can then be observed for well bonded interface but are obviously blocked at the delaminated interface.

Ultrasonic evaluation, in a transmission configuration, has been carried out on tested samples. The signals obtained are visualized as a B-scan image (Fig. 4) that reveals delaminated areas when the ultrasonic wave is not transmitted. Shots whose power density is higher than 4.7 GW/cm² lead systematically to delamination. For the shot at 3.7 GW/cm², delamination is not visible but the FFT showed no peaks after 12 MHz whereas peaks were visible for the shot at 2.5 GW/cm². Thus, delamination induced by the shot at 3.7 GW/cm² was likely to be weak, but the interface was affected anyway.

Figure 4. Laser-ultrasonic B-Scan image in a transmission configuration for the Al/FM1000/Al sample.
Figure 5: Cut of Al/FM1000/Al after impact at 5.15 GW/cm². Cohesive rupture can be observed.

**Adhesion thresholds**

By using the diagnostic methods described above, the adhesive bonds of the tested samples were ranked by power density used for the tests (Fig. 6a). An empty mark represents a laser shot that lead to delamination while a full mark represents a laser shot that did not damage the sample. The laser power thresholds required to delaminate an adhesion layer are between 2.4 and 3.7 GW/cm². A difference in threshold from one sample to another is noticeable. However, samples L414 (circles) and E5min (squares) were totally delaminated along the entire interface for power densities greater than 5 GW/cm². It reveals that the crack can easily propagate at the interfaces of these adhesives, whereas the FM1000 and ESP310 adhesive layers are not prone to large crack propagation.

Thresholds determined in GW/cm² are not convenient for representing the bond quality. Thus, for each shot, tensile stress at the adhesive/metal interface was calculated by matching SHYLAC simulations with experiments. Adhesion thresholds are reported in Figure 6b. The highest bond strength was the one of ESP310 adhesive, which was estimated between 484 and 556 MPa. For ESP310/Al and FM1000/Al, bond strength measured by pull test standardised as ASTM C633 gave respectively 65 and 69 MPa. These values obtained in quasi-static conditions are much lower than the ones determined with the shock adhesion test. Indeed, as the shock adhesion test uses dynamic loads applied for a very short time, it needs to be higher in intensity for damaging the material. This phenomenon has been also previously reported [13] for adhesion of coatings.
4. Conclusions

Adhesively bonded aluminium plates involving four different bond qualities made by various adhesives were tested with a laser adhesion test. The FFT analysis of free surface velocity signal allowed a diagnostic of delamination after shot, in quasi real-time. Non-destructive techniques were also applied to identify delamination locally induced by the shock test. Ultrasonic B-scan images were able to validate most of the diagnostics. From experimental signals, numerical simulations were used to estimate the tensile stress that lead to delamination. However, simulations performed with a two dimensional finite element code using more advanced constitutive laws, taking into account viscosity, temperature and porosity effects, should lead to more accurate results.
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